02:24:43 Cynthia Gibson: Twisted Box Handouts:
http://www.cindydrozda.com/handouts_Pdfs/handouts/demo%20handouts/
TwistTboxLayout2021.pdf
http://www.cindydrozda.com/handouts_Pdfs/handouts/demo%20handouts/
twistTboxLayoutSteps.pdf
http://www.cindydrozda.com/handouts_Pdfs/handouts/demo%20handouts/
TwistTboxSteps.pdf
http://www.cindydrozda.com/handouts_Pdfs/handouts/demo%20handouts/
TboxPlan.pdf
http://www.cindydrozda.com/handouts_Pdfs/handouts/demo%20handouts/
TwistTboxToolList.pdf
02:26:30 David Pollatta: Cindy mentioned the Wolverine JIg. I have the
same and can't get spindle gouges sharpened such the I avoid getting a
concave versus convex wings. If Cindy can go over that it would be
great.
02:26:56 Maryalice Birk: I can show you my box
02:28:13 Karen Drennen:
I have a box.
02:29:18 Chukk Browder:
I have a box to show too
02:29:20 Edgar sims:
I too have a box
02:29:21 Dale Quakenbush: I have accouple boxes
02:29:52 Waukeene Vinson, CC, Texas:
I have a Box
02:31:02 Pablo Gazmuri:
I will like to show a twisted candle stick.
02:34:10 Gordon Gilomen, Haywood County, NC:
Did anyone have
success ordering 1/2" steb centers and from where?
02:39:31 Holly Little:
I had the same issue with the parting tool. I
think I'll be able to save the lid.
02:40:51 Barry Wright:
RDG tools on eBay have their own version of a
steb centre
02:41:47 Glenn Dornak:
i just ordered a 1/2” revolving steb center
from crafts supply.
02:43:16 Karen Drennen:
Packard Woodworks has the steb centers. I
ordered last Saturday & already received it.
02:54:29 Waukeene Vinson, CC, Texas:
You Can get the Nova 9019
1/2" flexible drive center at Ebay free shipping $49.95 or Nova or
Rockler $52.99 I'll show it when I'm spotlighted with my box
02:58:38 Gordon Gilomen, Haywood County, NC:
I have something to
show & ask Cindy about but not a box.
03:12:38 Cynthia Gibson: Lol!!!
03:17:57 julie suchomel: I just found the steb centers at taytools.com
03:25:45 Karen Drennen:
Could she show us what she means?
03:34:26 Glenn Dornak:
could you show how you cut the bevels before
parting off
03:36:09 Rick Bucker:
What grits do you use for sanding the inside
of the box?
03:46:13 Tod Raines:
HI everyone. I made it back.
03:53:57 Chukk Browder:
That's really nice Pablo!
03:55:01 Marylou Nye:
Did he use .77 between red & blue?
03:59:18 Dale Quakenbush: I always touch up my forseners with a diamond
card and have no smoke?
04:06:00 Marylou Nye:
not seeing Cindy

04:08:01 Holly Little:
So... If you go a little too far into the
tenon on one of the "sides," should you try to match it on the other
two "sides."
04:08:56 Edgar sims:
Cindy, didn't you use a straight edge along
the twisted area ?
04:11:59 Holly Little:
I can show my epic fail, if you want.
04:15:03 Maryalice Birk: Holly, there is always something to learn!
04:18:43 Chukk Browder:
I don't remember where but I've seen a table
saw jig for cutting the staves so that they look twisted when they're
glued up.
04:20:07 Chukk Browder:
actually might have been in Malcom Tibbett's
book
04:21:24 Dale Quakenbush: looks fatter in the middle?
04:23:33 Vernon Danielsen:
I'm going to try a 12 in pepper mill
04:24:55 Vernon Danielsen:
Barbara Dill recommends making notes
so you can reporduce neat pieces
04:25:20 Cynthia Gibson: Why does the pommel cut come out so bumpy?
How do keep all sides the same distance from center?
Why is there a flat between 2 sides, and what to do about it?
04:27:11 evajowu: Would you please go through the layout again. Really
confused about the twist.
04:30:25 Dale Quakenbush: have a fail on a different type piece
04:33:18 Vernon Danielsen:
If you can spotlight me I'll show
you one of my pepper mills
04:34:10 Gordon Gilomen, Haywood County, NC:
Packard Woodworks
said steb centers are back order until May or June.
04:40:53 Nancy Holmes:
I just ordered sorby rotating steb from
Amazon. They SAY that it will arrive on Monday. We’ll see!
04:42:14 Cindy Navarro:
I am totally confused now
04:43:43 Nancy Holmes:
Oh my!
05:02:06 evajowu: Great. So helpful!!
05:08:28 Cindy Navarro:
Less confused now
05:10:13 evajowu: I learned how important dry wood is and to use my
mosture meter when choosing a blank
05:10:58 Cindy Navarro:
I just got some from Klingspor
05:11:40 Cindy Navarro:
wordsmith also is selling some grits
05:12:27 Cindy Navarro:
woodsmith not wordsmith
05:14:06 Holly Little:
Where did you say you got the 1" sanding
pads?
05:15:43 Barry Wright:
Got to leave now- going to watch Sally
Burnett (she is a member of our club!). Great evening
05:15:58 Barry Wright:
Yes
05:15:59 Rick Bucker:
Do you use backer pads on your sanding
mandrels?
05:15:59 Cindy Navarro:
yes
05:17:21 Barry Wright:
I think there is an easier way to work out
the mark up. I need to experiment. I'll email you when I have cracked
it!
05:17:39 Dale Quakenbush: do you replace the velco
05:18:33 Vernon Danielsen:
You said "Steve" as a source of

mandrel. What's the name of the company?
05:18:40 Barry Wright:
Bye for now
05:21:29 Pablo Gazmuri:
Very true Cindy!!
05:21:55 Cindy Navarro:
I always come away with so much new
information and knowledge.
05:28:39 Maryalice Birk: Have to run. Thank you Cindy and Cynthia!
05:28:46 Dale Quakenbush: great time today. best show and tell with
excellent input
05:28:48 Holly Little:
Thanks, Cindy!
05:29:16 Cindy Navarro:
Learned lots, Thanks to both Cindy and
Cynthia
05:29:27 Rick Bucker:
Great demo. Look forward to your demo for
the Wilmington Area Woodturners.
05:29:35 Edgar sims:
Great , I like this format. Thanks
05:31:20 Michael McEwan: Thanks for this Cindy, it was very
informative. Thank you too Cynthia, for all you do in the background.
05:31:27 Nancy Holmes:
Thanks again. So much good information!
05:31:56 Chukk Browder:
Thanks Cindy and Cynthia! This was really
fun!
05:41:23 Chukk Browder:
See you next time, thanks again!

